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Sukkot 

In Kohelet (3:1), King Solomon teaches there is an appropriate time for everything, including 

our various states and emotions. With the sad month of Av and the solemness of Yom 

Kippur now behind us, we are ready to usher in Sukkot, a “zman simchantenu”, (a time of 

our rejoicing). Growth and change are in the air. 

Given the vast number of Hebrew words for joy, it seems the Torah places happiness in high 

regard. For instance, according to Rav Chaim Friedlander whereas simcha represents outer 

joy, sasson represents inner, permanent, calm joy (see Siftei Chaim, volume 1).  

Specifically, the mitzvah of zman simchatenu refers to “simcha” which seems to be referring 

to outer joy according to Rav Friedlander. This is supported by the fact that the mitzvot of the 

festival seem to tempt and involve primarily our external senses – taste (through the mitzvah 

of eating meat and wine), smell (through the mitzvah of Etrog and the smell of the sechach), 

touch (through the mitzvah of shaking the lulav), etc. 

But what about internal joy (or “sasson”)? What it is it, how does it differ from external joy 

and is it relevant to sukkot too? 

Whereas external temporary joy is sparked and enhanced by sensory excitement, inner joy 

is arguably a more spiritual exercise. The mitzvah of sitting in the sukkah itself is a perfect 

example of this. Whether it be withstanding the heat of the September Israeli sun, the winds 

of Chicago, or the rain of Melbourne, sitting in the sukkah is a “whole body emuna” 

experience. Chazal teach that the very act of removing ourselves from our stable, permanent 

homes and sitting outside for the majority of the 7 (or 8) days of Sukkot, represents emuna in 

our Creator. We believe and demonstrate through concrete action that Hashem and only He 

protects us. Instead of mistakenly assuming that it is our houses that insulate us from danger 

and exposures, we demonstrate to Hashem and ourselves that we are protected from One 

much more powerful. 

Both inner and outer joy are necessary parts of an overall, complete simcha. That is perhaps 

we have the variety of different mitzvot mentioned above which tap into these different 

aspects. Arguably, men are more likely to reach true, complete simcha through the outer joy 

(simcha). This is supported by the fact that only men are commanded to eat meat and drink 

wine on sukkot. And for women, with their additional binah (understanding) and spirituality, 

they reach ultimate simcha by first tapping into their inner sasson, their inner calm joy.  

Confidence in Hashem’s salvation, His involvement in our lives, and His Power is true 

emuna. And arguably it is emuna that brings us more than anything else to inner simcha, or 

sasson. In Tehillim 97:11 David Halemech teaches “Light is sown for the righteous, and for 

the upright of heart, gladness.” In the beautiful Schottenstein edition of Perek Shirah, this 

passuk is attributed to the storm bird. Rabbi Nosson Scherman explains that righteous 

people see spiritual light but may not feel joy in stressful times. In contrast, he contends that 

‘upright of heart are superior to them.” They know that Hashem is with them, no matter how 

challenging the situation. They are confident in Hashem’s salvation even in the midst of 

travails. 



During these busy days ahead, we may be challenged by numerous sukkot-related stresses. 

Juggling serving course after course, balancing dishes down stairs or passing food through 

windows, chasing wayward decorations, braving unexpected heatwaves, gazing at the 

mounting clothes in our washing pile, swapping tables for beds (and then beds for tables), 

washing countless pieces of cutlery, sweeping away dirt and mess,. It is oh so tempting and 

natural to see these actions as mundane or even frustrating chores. However, deep within 

us lies wellsprings of untapped spiritual strength. We can choose instead to be righteous, by 

accepting these activities with dignity as a necessary and crucial part of the mitzvot of 

sukkot. Or we strive even higher, summoning those inner reserves of emuna to try to 

emulate the ‘upright of heart’. Then, we will truly feel the joy of Hashem’s Presence and 

salvation throughout the mini-stresses of the week.  

The straight spine of the Lulav, tall and pointing upright, whispers a gentle reminder to 

“choose to be upright”. It’s straight, tall, crisp green leaves remind us that emuna is the key 

to simcha… and sasson. Joy and emuna come together like ….like a lulav and Etrog. We 

just can’t have one without the other! 

May this truly be a zman simchatenu, and may every moment of sukkot bring to you greater 

heights of emuna and the corresponding feeling of joy. 

 


